Wizzen Trading
by Warren Bevan

Bottoms Are Solidly In Place

Stocks began to come off resistance areas well this week and work off the
extremely overbought readings we saw the previous week but we remain quite
overbought.
Stocks are setting up much better charts now and I’m starting to move into
them and looking to buy much more in the week and weeks ahead.
2016 is shaping up to be a decent year in the end from the action I’m seeing
in the charts.
The metals are acting great as well and looking more and more like a new
uptrend is in the very early stages of taking off.
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Gold spent the week mostly consolidating and setting up for higher and
ended the week down just 0.06%
I’m not so thrilled to see the Friday failed breakout since if it can’t got
higher, it often goes lower, but as long as we stay above $1,240, the next move
will be higher.
A break above $1,280 remains the buy level with $1,420 coming in as the
next major resistance level to watch for.
All in all, it looks like it’s time to grab some gold again, finally.
Now, I’ll have the perma-bulls back on my side but they’ve taken a ton of
damage during this downtrend while I’ve been off making money in the leading
sectors of the day.

Silver gained 0.39% this past week and is also setting up well for a move
higher.
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Great action from silver who is showing strength and confirming the gold
strength.
Great stuff that can see a breakout anytime now above the 15.75 buy level.
The weekly chart is showing me that the next resistance level is not until
$18.25 so not a bad move coming up from this next breakout in the weeks ahead.
It can take up to 8 weeks to reach the next resistance level at $18.25.
All in all, great action that can see a move higher anytime now.

Platinum lost 1.15% and also looks great.
After a nice move, a week of rest is great to see.
We’re holding the $960 support level well and a break of this flag around
$980 will be the next buy level.
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Looking at the weekly chart I see $1,110 as the next resistance area to
watch for.
Great action!

Palladium was the star rising 4.35% and still wanting more.
Palladium is acting great and the only area to watch as we move to the next
resistance level way up at $675 is the 200 day moving average just above here.
We are resting very nicely here just below the 200 day moving average,
which tells me it will have the power to break above said average and continue
higher.
All in all, the metals are looking great and bottoms look to be solidly in place
now while stocks are also setup to move much higher as 2016 chugs on.
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It has been a very tricky first quarter and I really haven’t done a lot of
trading since mid-December but I’m looking forward to doing more trading as
setups permit.
A major key to this game is being able to identify what should, or shouldn’t
be done, and just sitting and watching for a large part of the time.
Thank you very much for reading and you can find out more about what I do
for members as we focus on leading stocks for the most part at http://
wizzentrading.com
Warren
In my free, nearly weekly newsletter I include many links and charts which
cannot always be viewed through sites which publish my work. If you are having
difficulties viewing them please sign up in the right margin for free at
www.wizzentrading.com or send an email to warren@wizzentrading.com with
“subscribe” as the subject and receive the newsletter directly in your inbox, links
and all. If you would like to subscribe and see what my portfolio consists of
please see here.
If you found this information useful, or informative please pass it on to your
friends or family.
Free Service
The free weekly newsletter “Wizzen Trading” does not purport to be a financial
recommendation service, nor do we profess to be a professional advisement service. Any action
taken as a result of reading “Wizzen Trading” is solely the responsibility of the reader. We
recommend seeking professional financial advice and performing your own due diligence before
acting on any information received through “Wizzen Trading”.
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